INTRODUCTION
Communities of independent organisms that develop stable, long-term associations can reciprocally lose traits that become redundant in the symbiotic context (Ellers et al., 2012) . One of the clearest examples of this phenomenon occurs in symbioses involving insects and mutualistic endocellular bacteria. In these systems, symbionts provide nutrients that the host cannot make on its own and that are not found at high levels in the insect diet (Baumann, 2005; Douglas, 1998; Moran et al., 2003) . The metabolic contributions of these bacteria are often clearly defined by their genomes, where patterns of gene loss and retention show precise interorganism and sometimes interpathway genomic complementation (Lamelas et al., 2011; McCutcheon and von Dohlen, 2011; Moran, 2007, 2010; Shigenobu et al., 2000; Sloan and Moran, 2012; Wu et al., 2006; Zientz et al., 2004) . Over time, endosymbionts become deeply metabolically integrated with their hosts (Husnik et al., 2013; Macdonald et al., 2012; Sloan et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2010) and evolve genomes encoding few genes outside of the core processes of replication, transcription, translation, and nutrient provisioning (McCutcheon and Moran, 2012) . In extreme cases, nutritional endosymbionts of sap-feeding insects rival organelles in their levels of genome reduction (McCutcheon and Moran, 2012) .
Similar to organelles, the evolutionary pressures faced by intracellular symbionts are driven primarily by their exclusive existence inside host cells, the need to continue making nutrients in the face of unrelenting genome reduction, and strong genetic drift (Andersson and Kurland, 1998; Moran, 1996) . Thus, longterm endosymbiosis not only leads to massive genome reduction, but also to an overall degradation in symbiont function (Baumann et al., 1996; Fares et al., 2002; Moran, 1996) . Perhaps to compensate for this decrease in symbiont quality, a long-term single founding symbiont is often supplemented with additional unrelated bacteria (Lamelas et al., 2011; McCutcheon and von Dohlen, 2011; McCutcheon and Moran, 2010; Moran et al., 2005) or is replaced altogether with a new symbiont . For example, some ancient lineages of sap-feeding insects possessed a single bacterial endosymbiont, which was repeatedly supplemented with additional bacterial partners several times as this ancestral symbiosis diversified McCutcheon and Moran, 2010; Moran et al., 2005; Moran, 2007) . These transitions from the single-to double-symbiont state are followed by rapid genome degradation in both bacteria, the end result being clear interorganism genomic complementarity (McCutcheon and Moran, 2010) . Symbioses can therefore become more complex by adding new members: an insect with a single bacterial symbiont acquires a second, and a two-member assemblage becomes tripartite. If the secondary bacterium is established as a stable member of the symbiosis, the system evolves to a state dependent on all three organisms for survival of the whole (Lamelas et al., 2011; McCutcheon and von Dohlen, 2011; McCutcheon and Moran, 2007; Wu et al., 2006) .
The survival of multipartite symbioses is governed by a complex interplay between two competing levels of selection (Rispe and Moran, 2000; Pettersson and Berg, 2007) . The first level, called symbiont-level selection, relates to the fitness of the symbiont without regard to the symbiotic context. For example, symbiont genotypes that grow quickly might outcompete others, but these fast-growing lineages may not be the best symbionts in terms of nutrient provisioning. Symbiont quality is measured at the second level of selection, called host-level selection, which tests the fitness of the symbiosis as an interacting and interdependent community. A key point is that these two levels of selection can be decoupled under some circumstances so that symbiont genotypes that are not necessarily beneficial from the host perspective can arise through symbiont-level selection. For example, if the effective population size of the host is small, the efficacy of natural selection at the host level is reduced, and less fit symbiont genotypes can be fixed in the population (Rispe and Moran, 2000; Pettersson and Berg, 2007) . As long as the host lineage is not disadvantaged fatally, the selfish symbiont genotype will persist.
Here, using whole-genome sequencing and fluorescence microscopy, we report a previously unseen phenomenon in which a three-member community consisting of an insect and two endosymbionts has become a four-member community through an unusual bacterial lineage-splitting event. The bacterial endosymbiont Candidatus Hodgkinia cicadicola (hereafter Hodgkinia) has split into two new interdependent lineages whose genomes reside in discrete cell types. This event, which both added a new member to the symbiosis and nearly doubled the ancestral Hodgkinia genome size, did not add measurable functionality to the symbiosis-the two new Hodgkinia genomes seem to perform exactly the same functions as the single ancestral genome. This process parallels what is observed in some organelles, where massive genome expansions result in little if any observable increase in function (Lynch, 2007; Rice et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013) . We suggest that this increase in genomic, cellular, and organismal complexity has been driven primarily by nonadaptive processes, perhaps enabled by a disconnect between symbiont-and host-level selection in cicadas.
RESULTS

Genome Sequencing Recovers Two Symbiont Genomes where One Was Expected
Previous work in the cicada Diceroprocta semicincta (DICSEM) showed that some cicadas have two bacterial endosymbionts, Candidatus Sulcia muelleri (hereafter Sulcia) and Hodgkinia (McCutcheon et al., 2009a (McCutcheon et al., , 2009b . While analyzing genomic data from the cicada Tettigades undata, we recovered the expected single circular Sulcia chromosome, colinear with all other sequenced Sulcia genomes. Unexpectedly, we found that the Hodgkinia genome assembled into two distinct circular chromosomes. These chromosomes, which we call Hodgkinia cicadicola from Tettigades undata chromosome 1 (TETUND1) and TETUND2, showed different depths of sequencing coverage (4053 and 6403, respectively) and were verified and closed into two separate circular-mapping molecules by PCR and Sanger sequencing (Table 1) . Because many coding regions from these two chromosomes were alignable, we used average synonymous divergence (d S ) and rRNA dissimilarity values calculated from across a diversity of bacteria, including symbionts (Kuo and Ochman, 2009) , to estimate a rough age of divergence. The average d S value between protein-coding homologs in the two chromosomes is 0.168, and the small subunit (SSU) rRNA sequence dissimilarity is 0.6%, corresponding to roughly 5-25 million years of divergence.
Further Screening Identifies Other Duplicated
Hodgkinia Lineages and a Close Nonduplicated Relative Because the duplicated genomic structure of Hodgknia TETUND was highly unusual, we sought to confirm the generality of this result by screening Hodgkinia from related cicada species. We first verified the duplicated nature of Hodgkinia in another cicada species, Tettidages auropilosa (TETAUR), by draft genome sequencing ( Figure 1 ). Next, we identified a closely related cicada species, Tettigades ulnaria (TETULN), in which the Hodgkinia genome was a single chromosome, completely colinear and very similar in gene content to the first sequenced Hodgkinia genome from DICSEM ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ).
In addition to symbiont genomes, our sequencing effort also provided mitochondrial genomes. Phylogenetic reconstruction using complete cicada COI sequences shows that TETULN is sister to the group containing TETUND and TETAUR, verifying that the ancestral state of the Hodgkinia genome was a single highly reduced chromosome (Figure 1 and Table 1 ). To test the 5-25 million year divergence times calculated from the duplicated TETULN sequences by another method, we estimated a model-corrected mitochondrial COI distance between TETULN and TETUND. The value was 0.104, which roughly corresponds to 3.0-4.5 million years (My) of divergence in insects (Brower, 1994; Papadopoulou et al., 2010) . Because this is consistent with but on the low end of estimate from TETUND sequence comparisons, we estimate that the Hodgkinia lineage duplicated in some Tettigades genera $5 My ago.
The Two Hodgkinia Chromosomes Have Complementary Patterns of Gene Loss and Retention TETUND1 and TETUND2 are both colinear with the single TETULN and DICSEM genomes, with the exception of a 32 kb inversion present on TETUND1. This inversion inactivated the methionine synthase gene (metH), which is of interest as methionine is thought to be a critical nutrient supplied by Hodgkinia in the symbiosis (McCutcheon et al., 2009a) . Because the metH homolog was intact and seemingly functional on TETUND2, we investigated patterns of gene loss and retention across the two Hodgkinia TETUND chromosomes and found a clear reciprocal pattern (Figure 2 ). Of the 137 protein-coding genes on TETULN, 72 are present as apparently functional copies on both TETUND genomes, 20 were present and functional on TETUND1 but nonfunctional on TETUND2, 44 were present and functional on TETUND2 but nonfunctional on TETUND1, and 1 was nonfunctional on both TETUND chromosomes. In total, 136 of 137 TETULN protein-coding genes are retained and apparently functional in one or both TETUND genomes ( Figure 2A ). The complementary gene loss and retention patterns are found across gene functional categories (Table S1 available online), including those involved in nutrient provisioning (McCutcheon et al., 2009a) . Every gene present in the histidine, methionine, and vitamin B 12 (cobalamin) pathways in TETULN and DICSEM is retained in one or both of the two TETUND chromosomes, but in no case can any single pathway be completed with predicted gene products from an individual TETUND chromosome (Figure 2B) . We note that the patterns of gene loss and retention differ somewhat between duplicated regions of Hodgkinia from TETUND and TETAUR ( Figure 1) ; a full comparative analysis of these genomes will be published elsewhere.
Molecular Evolutionary Analyses Reveal Possible Incipient Pseudogenes and Little Evidence for Positive Selection in Duplicates
We next investigated the nature of sequence changes that have occurred between predicted homologs in TETUND1-TETUND2 comparisons (Table S2) . We observed some instances in which both gene copies were apparently functional and others in which one copy was apparently functional but the other somehow inactivated. These inactivation events seemed of different ages: some were the result of single inactivating frameshift substitutions, some were regions that were barely recognizable as remnants of functional genes, and others were complete deletion events ( Figure 1 ).
Given the large number of pseudogenized genes in different states of degradation that we observed in the TETUND genomes, we hypothesized that some apparently functional genes may in fact be incipient pseudogenes that have not yet acquired an inactivating substitution. To test this idea, we compared pairs of TETUND homologs in which both were apparently functional and in which one copy was a recent pseudogene to their TETULN counterpart. We estimated the ratio of nonsynonymous-to-synonymous substitution rates (d N /d S ) for these comparisons and, as expected, found evidence for relaxed selection in pseudogenes (functional gene, functional gene comparisons averaged 0.25 ± 0.02; functional gene, pseudogene comparisons averaged 0.57 ± 0.05; p = 7.5 3 10 À24 , t test). Estimates of per-site amino acid substitution rates also show pronounced differences ( Figure 2C ), with pairwise model-corrected distances higher for pseudogene-functional comparisons (0.52 ± 0.07) than for inferred protein sequences of apparently functional ORFs (0.19 ± 0.02; p = 9.9 3 10 À18 , paired t test). To find incipient pseudogene candidates, we looked for different rates of evolution between the 72 genes present and apparently functional on both TETUND chromosomes homologs and their TETULN homolog. Five of 72 genes show unequal rates of evolution when compared to TETULN by the likelihood ratio test (p < 0.05), with one copy evolving at a rate similar to bona fide pseudogenes ( Figure 3 ). Though it is possible that this signature is due to recent positive selection in one of the two gene copies, these results, together with the overall pattern of gene degradation that we observe in the two TETUND chromosomes, suggest that these five rapidly evolving genes are incipient pseudogenes that have not yet acquired an inactivating substitution. Consistent with this interpretation, the average d N /d S for these five genes is 1.04. Gene duplication is thought to sometimes enable the evolution of new function in one of the gene duplicates, with the ancestral function maintained in the other (Ohno, 1970; Hughes, 1994; Lynch and Conery, 2000) . We looked for evidence of this by testing for positive selection in TETUND homologs that were retained and apparently functional in both chromosomes. We found little evidence of positive selection using branch-site models (Yang and Nielsen, 2002) . Only one gene, encoding the 50S ribosomal subunit protein L16 (rplP), showed weak evidence of positive selection on certain amino acids using branch-site models (likelihood ratio test, p = 0.045; no genes show evidence of positive selection when d N /d S was averaged over the entire coding length). However, the use of branch-site models with only three taxa and rapidly evolving sequences may yield spurious results and should be interpreted with caution. Illustrating this problem, 25% of the pseudogenes that we analyzed with branch-site models show evidence (p < 0.05) of positive selection acting on at least one site.
The Two Hodgkinia Genomes Are Cytologically Distinct Because these complementary patterns of gene loss and retention show that the evolution of TETUND1 and TETUND2 are intimately linked, we sought to test whether the TETUND chromosomes were colocalized in the same Hodgkinia cells using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) microscopy. Experiments using fluorescently labeled DNA probes targeting SSU rRNA showed that the Sulcia and Hodgkinia cells were distinct and isolated from each other in the bacteriome tissue of the cicada ( Figure 4A ). Data from other symbionts (including Sulcia [Woyke et al., 2010] ) indicate that these bacteria are likely to be polyploid with hundreds of chromosomes per cell (Komaki and Ishikawa, 1999) . We therefore reasoned that both Sulcia and Hodgkinia cells could be visualized with FISH using probes targeting unique regions of their chromosomes. Experiments confirmed this and revealed very little overlap in fluorescent signal ($2%-4%) between probes targeting the TETUND1 and TETUND2 chromosomes across all z stack images (Pearson's coefficient = 0.126, overlap coefficient = 0.14; Figure 4B and Movie S1). Thus, it seems that these chromosomes are not localized to the same Hodgkinia cells at any appreciable level but, rather, are cytologically distinct genomes ( Figure 4B ). Consistent with this interpretation, the fractional volume of space taken up by each TETUND probe set across a series of 60 z stack slices is similar to the proportion of total Hodgkinia reads assigned to each chromosome. Specifically, 43% of the total Hodgkinia (C) Patterns of TETUND gene retention, pseudogene formation, and rates of amino acid evolution mapped onto the TETULN genome. Annotated genes on the TETULN genome are shown as green boxes along the center of the image. Gray boxes are RNA genes. White boxes are genes that have been deleted in either TETUND1 or TETUND2 or both. If a gene is present and apparently functional on TETUND1, it is shown as a dark-orange box, the height of which is proportional to the number of amino acid substitutions between the TETUND1 protein and the homolog in TETULN. If a gene is present as a pseudogene on TETUND1, it is shown as a light-orange box. TETUND2 genes follow the same pattern as TETUND1 but are shown as blue bars below the TETULN genome. Rates of 0.5 and 1.0 amino acid changes per site are shown as horizontal black lines. Figure 1 details the genomic region highlighted in light gray (the first eight genes in the genome). See also Table S1. fluorescence volume is estimated from TETUND1 (compared to 405/405 + 640 = 39% of the Hodgkinia sequencing coverage), and 57% of the fluorescence volume is estimated from TETUND2 (compared to 61% of the sequencing coverage).
We performed these microscopy experiments on a single insect out of necessity; we had no other individuals with which to work. But we did have another individual in our 2006 collections that appears to be a related species or subspecies that we designated Tettigades near undata (1.3% divergent at COI from T. undata). Genome-targeted microscopy on this cicada confirmed the distinct nature of the two TETUND genomes ( Figure S1 ).
DISCUSSION
Complex organismal interdependencies have been described for many symbioses involving intracellular bacteria. For example, the dual endosymbionts of mealybugs have adopted an unusual structure in which one bacterium lives inside of the other (von Dohlen et al., 2001 ). These bacteria have been shown to display high levels of interpathway dependency, wherein gene products from the insect and both symbionts seem to be required to produce compounds needed by the entire symbiosis (Husnik et al., 2013; Ló pez-Madrigal et al., 2013; McCutcheon and von Dohlen, 2011) . Like all other known endosymbioses involving more than one bacterium, one of the mealybug symbionts, the betaproteobacterium Tremblaya princeps, is older and longer established, whereas the other, the gammaproteobacterium Moranella endobia, is a more recent addition (Gruwell et al., 2010; Thao et al., 2002) . Thus, the increase in complexity of this symbiosis-going from a system involving one insect with one symbiont to one comprised of an insect with two symbionts-resulted from the (B) Genome-targeted probes distinguish Sulcia (green), TETUND1 (yellow), and TETUND2 (blue). Hoechst-stained DNA is colored magenta and primarily stains insect nuclei. Scale bar, 20 mm. See also Figure S1 and Movie S1. acquisition of a second bacterium unrelated to the first. Here, we described a similar increase in the complexity of a cicada symbiotic community, with the notable exception that the additional symbiont was derived from one of two existing bacterial lineages.
Cytologically Distinct Genomes that Evolve Like They Aren't The patterns of molecular evolution that we describe in the Hodgkinia TETUND genomes look surprisingly like those that are observed after a whole-genome duplication (WGD) event, in which the entire genetic complement of an organism is doubled. When a WGD persists over evolutionary time, it imparts stereotypical signatures in the newly duplicated genes: (1) one or the other copy can be deleted (nonfunctionalization), (2) one copy can retain its ancestral function, whereas the other acquires a novel function (neofunctionalization), (3) the two new copies can reciprocally partition the ancestral functions of the nonduplicated gene leaving only the original function (subfunctionalization), or (4) both copies can be retained in a functional state (Conant and Wolfe, 2008; Lynch and Conery, 2000; Otto, 2007) . In most cases, nonfunctionalization is the typical result, leading to genomes encoding nearly the same number of genes as the ancestral genome on twice the number of chromosomes (Wolfe, 2001) . This is precisely the pattern that we see in the doubled Hodgkinia genomes ( Figure 2C) , with nonfunctionalization apparently dominating the evolution of gene duplicates (although at present, it is difficult to rule out subfunctionalization).
But what we describe here is mechanistically unrelated to eukaryotic WGD. Our microscopy data show that the TETUND genomes are isolated into distinct cells ( Figure 4B ), whereas in WGD the new genetic material is colocalized in the same nucleus. It therefore appears that TETUND1 and TETUND2 are not chromosomes sharing the same cellular location but, rather, genomes that are faithfully partitioned in two discrete Hodgkinia cell types. Our molecular data suggest that this cytological isolation has been stable for $5 million years, long enough for two clearly different genomes to evolve. Nevertheless, despite these mechanistic differences, the evolutionary framework previously described for WGD (Lynch and Conery, 2000; Otto, 2007; Wolfe, 2001) remains useful for understanding the genomic patterns that we observe and for predicting what we might expect to see in other lineages.
Two Bacterial ''Species'' that Evolve Like One
If not WGD, then what? Viewed from the perspective of the Hodgkinia lineage, our data seem most simply described as a sympatric speciation event. Because Hodgkinia only exist in cicada cells, the new duplicated genomes that we describe here emerged from the same environment; they evolved in sympatry. A single genomic species irreversibly split into two, and these new lineages differ in encoded genes and their predicted ecological function. After the split, the new genotypes evolved just as other endosymbiotic communities have after the acquisition of a new bacterial lineage-they lost genes through reciprocal nonfunctionalization and now perform divergent but interdependent functions. Interestingly, the highly interdependent gene loss and retention patterns that we see in the TETUND genomes implies that this lineage-splitting event not only happened in sympatry, but also required sympatry. An interesting corollary to this hypothesis is that, although WGD is thought to sometimes drive speciation in sexual eukaryotes (Otto, 2007) , the opposite seems likely here: a bacterial ''speciation'' event has driven patterns of molecular evolution in two new genomes that mimic those occurring after a WGD.
The Nature of the Hodgkinia Cell Envelope How can data that look like WGD from one perspective, but speciation from another, be reconciled? We hypothesize that the answer lies in the nature of the Hodgkinia cell envelope. Though our microscopy data show that the TETUND1 and TETUND2 genomes are cytologically distinct, the Hodgkinia cells seem to be intermixed in the same host insect cell (Figure 4) . The widespread reciprocal gene loss and retention patterns that we observe suggest a very low barrier to the sharing of gene products-but apparently not genomes-between the two Hodgkinia cell types. These gene products apparently include proteins because the ε subunit of DNA polymerase III (dnaQ) and the a subunit of RNA polymerase (rpoA) are among the genes reciprocally nonfunctionalized in TETUND. This is important because the protein products of these genes act on the genome itself, and our data indicate that genomes are not shared among Hodgkinia cells. Because the Hodgkinia genomes encode no transporters or genes involved in cell envelope biosynthesis (McCutcheon et al., 2009a) , we assume that transport occurs though host-encoded cell membranes and transporters. The nature of these transporters is unclear; we find no obvious bias in predicted protein size or charge of lost versus retained genes. We hypothesize that this free sharing of gene products produces nonfunctionalizaton patterns that look just like WGD but that the membrane system of Hodgkinia restricts physical mixing of the genomes so that new bacterial species can form in sympatry.
A Model for Endosymbiotic Lineage Splitting
Although Hodgkinia does not encode much of the machinery necessary to perform recombination, TETUND1 does contain an inversion, and our comparative genomic and phylogenetic work (Figure 1) shows that this inversion occurred after the loss of genes that encode recombinogenic enzymes. As in other symbionts that show some evidence of recombination without encoding genes for this activity (McCutcheon and von Dohlen, 2011; Sloan and Moran, 2013) , we hypothesize that this inversion must have been catalyzed by host-encoded enzymes. However, aside from this inversion, we see no evidence of recombination within the Hodgkinia lineage. We therefore assume that Hodgkinia evolves primarily as an asexual organism.
In asexual organisms, lineage cohesion can be maintained by a combination of genetic drift and periodic selection favoring beneficial genotypes (Atwood et al., 1951; Cohan, 2002) . The paired Hodgkinia genomes that we describe here appear to have resulted from an event or series of events that disrupted the cohesive force uniting the ancestral single Hodgkinia lineage. Given present data, it is not clear what the event(s) were that lead to this loss of cohesion, but we can propose a model based on our data and assumptions from previous work ( Figure 5 ).
Because both Sulcia and Buchnera have been shown to be highly polyploid (Komaki and Ishikawa, 1999; Woyke et al., 2010) , we expect that Hodgkina is also polyploid. Our genometargeted FISH analyses support this assumption, as the fluorescence intensity is spread evenly throughout the Sulcia and Hodgkinia cells ( Figure 4B ). Because Hodgkinia exists only in cicada cells, is likely bottlenecked at transovarial transmission (that is, it is passed vertically from mother to offspring though eggs) between insect generations, and is asexual, we assume that genetic drift plays a large role in its evolution.
In our model, the polyploid nature of Hodgkinia ( Figure 5A ) masks deleterious mutations and allows them to rise to high frequency in the population through drift (Figures 5B and 5C ). It is important to note that at least two separate and complementary gene-inactivating mutations are required in distinct Hodgkinia cells because single inactivating mutations that rise to high frequency in isolation would not ''lock in'' complementary genotypes and would eventually be purged by selection (this being the typical fate of a single deleterious mutation). A bottleneck event, perhaps at the level of the host population, eliminates the ancestral Hodgkinia genotype and fixes the derived genomes into a functionally obligate relationship ( Figure 5D ). Finally, $5 million years of evolution produces the two differentiated Hodgkinia species that we see today ( Figure 5E ).
We note that some of these steps, in particular the transition from 5B to 5D, may have been driven by selection in the symbiont or in the symbiont community, similar to what has been observed in experimental evolution studies of microbial populations (Friesen et al., 2004; Plucain et al., 2014; Rosenzweig et al., 1994; Treves et al., 1998) . For example, some Hodgkinia genotypes, freed through gene inactivation of the burden of making large proteins, may be driven to high frequency because of increased replication efficiency. If driven by selection, this event may be beneficial at the symbiont level but would likely not be adaptive from the perspective of the entire symbiosis-here, what's good for the symbiont in the short term is not what's good for the entire symbiosis in the long term. One possible reason that this phenomenon has not been observed in other insect symbiont systems may relate to the very long life cycles of cicadas (Karban, 1986) . If host-level selection for symbiont quality is tested less frequently in long-lived insects, then this may allow slightly less fit symbiont genotypes to rise to high frequency without being purged by host-level selection. Further work targeting Hodgkinia from other cicada species with differing life cycles may help to refine this model by establishing the frequency of these kinds of lineage-splitting events.
The Benefits and Costs to Long-Term Endosymbiosis
The stable integration of mutualistic bacteria into host cells has profoundly altered the diversity and complexity of life. These ''key innovations'' (Sachs et al., 2011; Szathmá ry and Smith, 1995) can promote rapid diversification by propelling the new symbiotic consortium into previously inaccessible ecological niches (Margulis, 1981) . Though these events are often initially adaptive, endosymbionts that become stably associated inside of host cells can undergo a long period of degenerative evolution as the partners become more intimately intertwined and genetic drift plays a larger role in their evolution (Andersson and Kurland, 1998; Moran, 1996) .
The classic examples of this process are the mitochondria and plastids, the eukaryotic cellular organelles resulting from the endosymbiosis of an alphaproteobacterium and a cyanobacterium, respectively (Gray and Doolittle, 1982) . By allowing their hosts access to new forms of energy, these organelles are ultimately responsible for much of the macro-scale organismal diversity present on Earth today (Lane and Martin, 2010) . However, their exclusive presence in host cells and strict vertical transmission also limit their evolutionary potential. Mitochondrial genomes in particular are characterized by large amounts of gene loss relative to their bacterial ancestors and by wild diversity in genomic architecture (Burger et al., 2003) . It is now clear that this diversity is derived; the ancestral mitochondrial genome was probably a circular chromosome with a distinct bacterial nature (Lang et al., 1997) . Flowering plants and some algae display dramatic organelle genome heterogeneity, with multi-circular chromosomes and enormous genome expansions resulting from both horizontal acquisition of foreign DNA and noncoding genome proliferation (Rice et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013) . Because these increases in chromosome number and genome size do not increase the functional capacity of their hosts in any obvious way-most of the expanded DNA is noncoding-these events seem likely to reflect increases in genomic complexity that result from nonadaptive evolution (Lynch, 2007; Lynch et al., 2006; Rice et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013) .
Constructive Neutral Evolution as a Mechanism for Endosymbiont Speciation
Although the mechanism of genome expansion is clearly different between Hodgkinia and organelle genomes, we suggest that these examples share the distinctive feature of having originated by chance rather than by necessity, i.e., by drift rather than by selection. In both cases, genome sizes are increased without adding any apparent functional capacity, and selection seems only to act to preserve ancestral gene function in the face of added genomic complexity. The splitting of the Hodgkinia lineage in some cicadas added an additional endosymbiont to the symbiosis but differs importantly from other examples in insects, in which the acquisition of an unrelated additional symbiont brought with it a large set of new bacterial genes upon which selection could act (Lamelas et al., 2011; McCutcheon and von Dohlen, 2011; McCutcheon and Moran, 2010; Sloan and Moran, 2012) . Here, the evolution of a new symbiont resulted from a speciation event that served only to partition existing Hodgkinia genes into two new lineages; this event apparently brought no new genetic capacity to the system. We thus suggest that our results highlight the role that chance can play in the evolution of biological complexity (Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980; Finnigan et al., 2012; Gould and Lewontin, 1979; Gray et al., 2010; Lynch, 2007) . On the one hand, the interdependence of the duplicated genomes-and they with their cosymbiont Sulcia and all symbionts together with their cicada host-seem exquisitely engineered and fine-tuned. However, it is difficult to imagine that this symbiosis could have evolved to such extravagant complexity because the simpler way, with only Sulcia and a single Hodgkinia genotype, was less effective. Selection certainly maintains the complex organismal and genomic complementarity in this system, but we favor the idea that these patterns exist from adaptation born of necessity.
Neutral, or even maladaptive, mutations can drift to high frequency in these populations because they are initially hidden from selection ( Figures 5B and 5C ) but once fixed have to be dealt with or the entire symbiosis collapses. This process, sometimes called ''constructive neutral evolution'' (CNE), has been argued to play a role in the generation of genomic and molecular complexity (Gray et al., 2010; Stoltzfus, 1999) . Here, we suggest that a nonadaptive process similar to CNE has driven the evolution of new bacterial lineages. Our results reinforce the idea that, at least in some circumstances, neutral processes should be considered together with selection as a force driving the complexity of biological systems.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Further details for the genome annotation, analysis, and microscopy methods can be found in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
Cicada Provenance and Identification
Genome sequencing and microscopy for Tettigades undata was performed from two ethanol-preserved cicadas (a single female for the genomics, a single male for the microscopy), wild caught in 2006 from the BioBio providence of Chile, $2 km west of Cabrero (S37 4'0. (Torres, 1958) , and (3) mtDNA COI-barcode ID and phylogenetic position in relation to other Tettigades species.
DNA Sequencing and Genome Assembly DNA was purified using the QIAGEN DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit and was sequenced on various Illumina platforms. Adaptor sequences were trimmed with Trimmomatic v0.03, and reads were quality filtered using FASTX Toolkit v0.0.13 (fastq_quality_filter -q 30 -p 90 -Q 33). Meta-velvet v1.1.01 (Namiki et al., 2012) was used to assemble the bacterial and mitochondrial genomes using k-mers ranging from 81 to 161. Genome scaffolds were connected and circularized by PCR and Sanger sequencing.
Molecular Evolution
Macse v0.9b1 (Ranwez et al., 2011) was used to align TETULN and TETUND amino acid sequences, which were back translated to produce alignments of the original nucleotide sequences. PAML v4.6 (Yang, 2007) was used to estimate amino acid and d N /d S values using codeml (parameters: runmode = À2, seqtype = 2, aaRatefile = wag.dat, model = 2, cleandata = 0 and yn00 parameters; icode = 3, weighting = 0, commonf3x4 = 0). Protest-3.2 (Darriba et al., 2011) was used on a subset of amino acid alignments to estimate the appropriate substitution matrix, and WAG (Whelan and Goldman, 2001 ) consistently ranked in the top ten best-fitting matrices. Likelihood scores were calculated using baseml (model = REV, fix_alpha = estimate, ncatG = 5) for (1) constrained clock in TETUND1 and TETUND2 lineages or (2) unconstrained clock. Likelihood scores used in determining positive selection on a branch and/or sites were calculated using codeml (parameters; runmode = 0, seqtype = 1, model = 2[null] or 1, clock = 0, NSsites = 0 or 2, fix_kappa = 0, kappa = 2, fix_omega = 0 or 1, omega = 1, fix_alpha = 1, alpha = 0, ncatG = 10). Omega was constrained on only one branch at a time (either TETUND1 or TETUND2).
Microscopy
Genome-targeted probes were generated from unique regions of the genomes by PCR, labeled by nick translation to incorporate fluorescently labeled dUTPs, and hybridized according to Sarkar and Hopper (1998) except that no E. coli tRNAs were added to the hybridization or prehybridization buffer. Single-, double-, and triple-probe hybridizations with and without Hoechst were done to check for channel bleedthrough. Negative controls were used to assess insect tissue autofluorescence. Sixty slices, 0.146 uM spaced, imaged at 1024 3 1024 pixel resolution, were acquired on a Leica TCS SP5 inverted confocal microscope using a 633 1.4 NA oil-immersion lens. Figure 1 (KJ93943 and KJ93944). Illumina reads were deposited in the SRA database for T. undata (SRX545383), T. ulnaria (SRX545510), and T. auropilosa (SRX574375).
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